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The Fainting Game
by Patrick Langley

1.
Fainting first entered my life when I was a teenager, not as a crisis, but
as a game. After we knew about alcohol and weed, before we discovered
harder drugs like ecstasy and cocaine, the people I hung out with at
school started to asphyxiate each other for fun. It was a fad, a craze –
like yo-yos. Everyone was doing it.
The ‘fainting game’ is a widely reported phenomenon among
children and adolescents, where it manifests as a rite of passage, a cheap
high, an initiation ritual or dare. Multiple names have been registered
for it on Urban Dictionary, including: Airplaning, Black-Boxing, the
Dream Game, the Dying Game, the Flatline Game, the Sleeper Hold,
Speed-Dreaming, Suffocation Roulette, The Game, and The Trip to
Heaven. The fainting game costs nothing – except, potentially, your life
– but risk and danger are integral to the thrill. By temporarily inducing
‘cerebral hypoxia’, a deficiency of oxygen in the brain, the Fainting
Game allows you to experience death without actually dying.
The game was Ryan’s idea. He must have read about it somewhere, or
heard about it from an older kid. With his ratty, wax-stiffened
dreadlocks and Camden Market smocks, he was the self-appointed
shaman of the group: his social authority derived from an expertise
in the field of intoxicants. One weekend, he said he wanted us to grip
him by the neck and push him hard against the wall until he blacked
out. I watched two friends oblige. At first, their eagerness kept in check
by fear, they didn’t really commit – they knew what would happen if
they gripped too hard, too long – but when Ryan told them it wasn’t
working, they followed orders and pushed harder. Ryan’s face flushed
red: slowly at first, blotchy pink, then suddenly, purplish crimson. His
cheeks swelled. His forehead crinkled. His eyes went whirling in their
sockets – he looked confused about his whereabouts; he didn’t seem to
recognise his friends – while sharp, compacted gasps escaped his throat.
Something happened to his body. Ryan, in that moment, wasn’t Ryan
any more.

2.
Syncope is medically defined as ‘a temporary loss of consciousness and
postural tone’. It is a common occurrence, particularly among children
and the elderly, and – barring any injury sustained during the faint itself
– does not pose any serious threat to the health: ‘short duration’ and
‘spontaneous complete recovery’ are part of the diagnosis. (Repeated
fainting, however, can indicate an underlying ailment.) Causes of
syncope include psychological stressors such as fear, shock and
emotional distress; intense exercise; injury; fasting; dehydration; and
lack of sleep. Syncope can be triggered by illness, but is not an illness
in itself. It is a reflex: something the body does in reaction to threat or
damage. Evolutionists have proposed that syncope developed in early
humans as a way of ‘playing dead’ and minimising blood loss after
sudden injury. Triggers for ‘vasovagal syncope’ – a spontaneous faint:
what was referred to in the 19th century as ‘a swoon’– include
situations, such as working at a till or being at church, that involve
standing up for long stretches of time.
‘Standing makes the blood fall away from your heart,’ the protagonist,
voiced by the artist, says.
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3.
The central character in Marianna Simnett’s film Blue Roses (2015) – the
third and final part in a trilogy of films preceded by The Udder (2014)
and Blood (2015) – is a leg that is unable, and unwilling, to stand upright.
This nameless, disembodied limb, vulnerably stretched out on a
hospital bed, undergoes invasive laser surgery (performed by Professor
Mark Whiteley, an actual vascular surgeon: Simnett always works with
non-actors playing heightened, altered versions of themselves) to correct
its varicose veins. The leg neither sanctioned nor condoned this surgery,
yet finds that it is trapped, disempowered, in the operating theatre, with
no alternative but to lie there and be penetrated. This causes acute
distress in the leg. It reacts against its predicament with bitterness, rage,
and self-destructive violence.
Each of the films in Marianna’s trilogy oscillates between multiple
narrative strands that echo and contrast one another. The principle
locations in The Udder are a dairy farm, in which a young girl, Isabel,
must negotiate the threat of corruption; and the red, four-chambered
interior of the titular udder, where she learns about mastitis. In Blood,
Isabel meets a sworn virgin in the Albanian mountains (these sequences are ambiguously poised between a dream vision and an alternate
reality). Elsewhere, she undergoes a routine nasal operation, while in a
different, more abstracted space personified turbinate bones gnaw on
an oversized nose. In keeping with the narrative fluidity established in
these earlier works, Blue Roses alternates between three main locations: a
bright, sterile operating theatre; a murky blue netherworld representing
the area under the skin at the back of the knee (the upside-down head is
performed by the artist herself); and a parallel world, filmed in a real-life
Texas laboratory, in which cockroaches are subjected to invasive experiments that hijack the insects’ nervous systems to remotely control their
legs. Some of the spaces seem ‘real’ – the hospital scenes, significantly
– while others resemble fairy tales, paranoid hallucinations, or cinematic
interpretations of the protagonists’ traumatised consciousness.
Marianna once told me that she wanted her films, which explore the

experience of and discourses surrounding illness, to make her audiences
feel physically ill. This might sound like an aggressive desire for
sensory assault, but it has more to do with empathy (the ability to feel)
than confrontation (the desire to inflict). By presenting the body in states
of transformation and distress, Marianna’s work stimulates the viewer’s
mirror neurons. These cerebral connections are the neurological basis
for empathy: when we witness something happen to another person,
these neurons spark to life in order to ‘mirror’ what is happening in
that other person’s brain, enabling us to feel what they are feeling, be
it pleasure or pain. Marianna’s uncompromising depictions of surgery,
bloodletting, injury and its aftermath can make for difficult viewing as
a result. But visceral reactions are natural to an experience in which
the body is the central theme. We are supposed to feel Marianna’s films,
not just think about them: a blurring of subject and sensation that can
reflect the themes of the work itself. In 2015, at a screening of
Marianna’s work at the Serpentine Galleries Pavilion, two audience
members fainted.

Faint with Light (2016), documentation: Simnett fainting at Factory UK 23.12.15

4.
Philosopher Catherine Clément describes fainting as an ‘absence of the
self ’, a ‘cerebral eclipse’ from which the person who faints returns as if
from a foreign country, variously elated, confused, or disorientated.
For Faint with Light (2015), an installation work that in its pared-down
intensity both simplifies and amplifies the themes and moods of
Simnett’s film trilogy, the artist repeatedly fainted. Marianna did this by
forcing herself to hyperventilate. She squatted on the floor, limited the
air that could enter her lungs by squeezing her ribcage with folded arms,
breathed rapidly and shallowly until she became dizzy and her fingers
began to feel cold (a sign that her declining blood pressure was affecting
her circulation), then stood up and forced the air in her lungs through
pursed lips. The next thing she knew, she was lying on the ground with
no recollection of how she got there.
I listen to the audio on my laptop, using headphones. It is an
uncomfortable experience. Twenty seconds in, I struggle to
remember this is an artwork to be analysed and appreciated; to see what
lies beyond the more immediate panic aroused by the sound of a friend
in distress. The breaths increase in frequency and intensity. Flute-like
overtones add an odd musicality to the mechanical sound of laboured,
constricted breath – until, abruptly, it stops. There’s a gulp, an
involuntary noise akin to a death rattle, and a long, drawn-out note that
steadily declines in pitch, eventually becoming silence. This latter sound,
which makes me think about birdsong and Melody Pop lollies, has a
jaunty quality perversely at odds with the fact that it is the noise a body
makes at the moment it loses control. The track goes quiet. And then
the process begins again, an inescapable loop of catharsis: pressure,
release, pressure, release, pressure, release, pressure, release.

Faint with Light (2016), documentation: audio waves of four consecutive faints.

5.
Marianna’s recent body of work can be read, in part, as an attempt to
figure out a role for women within, or against, a medical profession that
has repeatedly sought to pathologise female behaviour. In Blue Roses,
the leg’s horizontal position is suggestive of weakness, vulnerability, and
abjection, but its flatness also places it in opposition to the ‘upright’,
post-Enlightenment world of reason and rationality, neither of which
fully account for the fraught, embodied nature of human experience.
The leg’s apparent isolation – almost amputation – from the rest of its
body evokes the Cartesian dualism of body and mind: the leg is deemed
a fitting subject for operation because it belongs to the ‘lower’ realm of
the body (in which Descartes’ ‘evil demon’ resides), and therefore lacks
the capacity for reason. The leg is anything but reasonable – it is stubborn, bitter, headstrong, wayward, sarcastic and self-destructive. And
yet, crucially, this limb has to the power to speak: to think, feel, observe
and account for itself. Blue Roses presents a vision of the self in which
bodily sensation is mobilised in opposition to structures of cerebral,
medical and scientific control. Lying down makes the leg vulnerable.
It is also the position from which it rebels.
She describes having seen stars when she passed out during the first
episode of fainting. Coming back to consciousness, she felt elated at
first. Over the course of the four consecutive faints that comprise the
piece, however, the experience became increasingly gruelling, confusing, dysphoric. In Faint with Light, the dysphoria is conveyed by a wall of
LED lights whose fluctuating brightness corresponds to the amount of
noise produced by the artist’s body. While the piece brings to mind the
legacy of body-based performance work, the artist’s body is absent here.
Instead, the work places us at the experiential heart of the faint itself.
Writing in opposition to Jean-Martin Charcot and Sigmund Freud –
both men were instrumental in the development of ‘female hysteria’
in the 19th and 20th centuries – Clément posits fainting as a form of
ecstatic empowerment: a form of ‘rapture’ that effects a ‘miraculous
suspension’ of time, allowing the person who faints to move beyond the
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parameters of ‘normal’ behaviour. Fainting is rarely described in such
elevated terms. Perhaps this is appropriate: a faint effects a return from
the vertical to the horizontal, from postural composure to collapse.
6.
I knew a man who repeatedly fainted. Every faint was a sham. He
wasn’t actually ill: he wanted people to think he was, his mother in
particular. These swoons, which alarmed everyone who cared about
him, were motivated by a lust for attention, but also a desire for control
– of his body, his surroundings, other people – a fact he had only just
now begun to realise. (We were adults when we spoke. He was
remembering himself as he used to be, when he was a child.) His
mother, increasingly fraught, took him to see a doctor. The doctor found
nothing wrong. The ‘fainting’ continued. The boy was sent to hospital.
Technicians scanned his brain, physicians extracted his blood,
paediatricians asked him questions. All of them agreed: there was
no physical basis for his malady. Now might have been an opportune
moment for the boy to stop the charade altogether, to quit while he was
ahead, feign miraculous recovery from a sickness that was itself feigned.

But to do so, he feared, would arouse suspicion. Instead, he kept on
fainting. He fainted more often, and more theatrically, than ever before.
Eventually, the boy was sent to a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist told the
mother that her son, in fact, was ill, just not in the way he’d pretended.
For Charcot and Freud, fainting was a symptom of a broader,
specifically female malaise semantically connected to the gendered
body: hystera is the Greek for ‘uterus’. It was conventional for female
characters to suffer fainting spells in the romantic literature of the
nineteen century, a fact the young Jane Austen parodied in an early
story called Love and Freindship [sic]: ‘Sophia shrieked and fainted on the
ground – I screamed and instantly ran mad. We remained thus mutually
deprived of our senses, some minutes, and on regaining them were
deprived of them again.’ At the Salpêtrière hospital in Paris, where
Charcot worked, female hysterics were asked to perform their
symptoms – which he referred to as ‘the cry from suffering organs’ – on
cue, in order to validate their physician’s diagnoses (a famous
painting of Charcot by André Brouillet depicts ‘Blanche’ Wittman,
one of Charcot’s most famous patients, swooning in front of a sombre
crowd of black-clad doctors). Yet their performances were, almost by
definition, not to be trusted. A physician at the Salpêtrière wrote: ‘One
common characteristic unifies hysterics: instinctual simulation, an
inveterate and incessant need to lie for no reason and for no end, simply
in order to lie.’ It apparently never occurred to them that the
performance of hysteria might have been a reaction to, rather than a
confirmation of, diagnosis.

Blue Roses - lyrics:
Perfect steering
Perfect engineering
(Perfect steering
Perfect engineering)
Near or far, I will decide for you
There’s no need to think about what to do
(There’s no need to think about what to do)
I’ve brought you up to be
Better than you were originally
(Better than we were originally)
Just make sure you always return
And they keep returning
The veins that I complain about hurting
Keep on turning
They‘re learning to behave
They won’t go away
Blood collects
Valves collapse
Don’t stand up
Blood on a tap
And they keep returning
The veins I complain about hurting
If you wish the superficial away
It’ll be deeper the following day
If you think it’s bad now it will be even worse,
Before you try to cut it try to love it first,
I’ve got varicose veins, they’re ready to burst
I’ve got varicose veins
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